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the film main tera hero features tusshar kapoor as the head of the family, and sunaina in the main role with tusshar making an
appearance in the tale. sunaina plays the role of a lawyer who handles a case. let’s see her character and how it develops, if she falls
in love with a man named milan. the most amazing thing about this film was that all the characters were played by newcomers, with

kunal khemu playing the sidekick who is played by varun dhawan's real-life best friend, aditya roy kapoor played by abhishek
bachchan in a lighter vein, while raj babbar played by varun's real-life best friend, ranveer singh. simran played by sonam kapoor and
was sunaina's best friend. all these newcomers pulled off the roles with stunning ease and the film was a surprise hit at the box office.

varun dhawan plays simar in the film and he is praised for his role as well. a lot of viewers felt that he should have been given a
national award for his performance in this film, but he failed to bag one. our reason is, varun's role is too minimal compared to the
other actors and his quirky character. besides, the entire film is also slanted towards him. he needs to get a solid role of his own,

before he is considered for any award. raj babbar is one of the best comedians in the indian film industry. he established himself as an
actor in the 60s and 70s with super hit films like baap re baap, pagli and tere mere sapne but he rediscovered his comedy skills in

main tera hero. raj babbar's trademark laugh is something that everyone had experienced in the film. although he has nothing to do
in the film and only plays a bit part as a police inspector, he is the backbone of the comedy scene in the film.
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in the film, varun, who plays the character of seenu gets into sticky and confusing situations quite often. so every time he gets into
one of these situations, seenu is seen talking to god and the latter funnily responds to him. and this voice of god is dubbed by none

other than the dabangg khan. so while watching the film if the voices of lord krishna, ganesha or jesus christ sound familiar, you know
who's doing the talking. also read - salman khan death threat case: police arrest gangster rekki and two others trying to flee border
read chilling details of planned murder islaam has an obvious advantage when it comes to a lot of things. it is a state with a majority
muslim population. it has over 5,000 mosques and at least 4,000 primary and high schools run by muslims. the state is working on
getting an internet connection for every home. it has the lowest literacy rate in the country. the state has just 1,000 families that

practice islamic dress, which in general means all muslim women cover up. in the state, it’s the women who wear the hijab. if you’re a
muslim, you’re from islaam. and if you’re a working man, you don’t have a choice. the state is governed by the majority muslim party,
inc. and the religious quota for muslim candidates in the state assembly is nearly 50 percent. so the muslim community is a powerful

constituency. the film’s star, varun dhawan, is the king of hindi cinema, and the king is a sunni muslim in a majority shia muslim state.
he’s one of the biggest stars in the world, and his films are blockbusters. and the state has a distinct identity. we wouldn’t have gotten

this kind of a character if he weren’t a muslim. 5ec8ef588b
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